
     

 

 

PAPER BRIDGES PROJECT 

 

This project has as its main objective to channel two people according to their tastes, 

preferences, age and... to start an exchange of MANUSCRIPT LETTERS. The 

correspondence can (and should) be original and, besides exchanging opinions, debate, 

expose successes of living, share personal experiences, etc. 

 

This initiative has a clear aim: to promote the cultural exchange and the personal enrichment 

of the Tomiño society. Knowing other realities in order to be able to spread and change our 

society is one of the pending issues we have as a society. This exchange of information 

between different countries makes it possible to know new cultures and ways of life as well as 

to understand the present of these territories. In addition, we have the opportunity to make 

new beginnings in the world.  

  

This flexible project is an attractive training experience for our local community. A plural and 

transversal initiative that adapts to the needs of each person. With this project you can relate 

in different languages and ask about realities or topics that are of your interest.This will be 

possible because before matching people from different backgrounds, we will collect a file with 

data and tastes of girls and boys participating with a cock to make the connection more fluent 

sex. 

 

Thank you very much, OMIX TOMIÑO loves the active youth! 

 

Here is an example of the questionnaire that you could give to your participants: 

 

 

 

 

 



Questionnaire 

 

From OMIX Tomiño, we want to express our gratitude for the great reception that our project 

PAPER BRIDGES has had from you. As our purpose is making this experience as enriching 

as possible, we want to collect some information from each participant to be able to make the 

best matches depending of their tastes. 

 

 

Name and surname: 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Date of birth 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Language/s you prefer for communicating (we have another official language called 

Galician, like your maorí): 

 

❏ English 

❏ Spanish 

 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are your hobbies? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What do you do during your free time? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 



What topics would you like to cover when sending letters? Check the boxes you want 

and explain briefly if you prefer to clarify something. 

 

❏ Feminism e male chauvinism   

❏ Videogames 

❏ Music 

❏ Politics 

❏ Economy 

❏ COVID-19 

❏ Employment 

❏ Culture 

❏ Science 

❏ Student opportunities 

❏ LGBTIQA+ situation 

❏ Racism 

❏ Others (specify) 

 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

What do you expect from your correspondent? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What are you looking for with this experience? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________



_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Write any observations you want to contribute with: 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank your for your participation and welcome to our project PONTES DE 

PAPEL/PUENTES DE PAPEL/Paper bridges 

 


